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Abstract The Amazonia and Northeast regions of northern Brazil are charac-7

terized by very different rainfall regimes but have certain similarities in terms of8

their variability. The precipitation variability in both regions is strongly linked9

to the tropical Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) gradient and the tropical10

Pacific SST anomalies, which at decadal timescales are modulated by the Atlantic11

Multidecadal Variability (AMV) and the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO)12

modes of SST, respectively. On the other hand, it has been found that state of13

the art models from the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project14

(CMIP5) are able to reproduce some of the characteristics of the low-frequency15

SST variability modes. In this work we analyze how CMIP5 models simulate the16

observed response of precipitation in the Amazonia and Northeast regions to the17

AMV and the IPO and the atmospheric mechanisms involved. Results show that,18

in both CMIP5 simulations and observations, Amazonia and Northeast rainfall19

response to the AMV is the opposite, due to the modulation of the intertropical20

convergence zone (ITCZ) position. Conversely, the IPO affects equally both re-21

gions as a consequence of anomalous subsidence over the entire northern Brazil22

triggered by warm SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific. Such results suggest that23

an improvement of the predictability of decadal SST modes will directly revert into24

a better prediction of changes in the Amazonia and Northeast rainfall at longer25

timescales.26
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1 Introduction29

The North of Brazil is a vast area with different rainfall regimes. Regarding the30

annual precipitation record, it can be broadly divided into two major regions: the31

Amazonia and Northeast Brazil. The former is the wet area covered by the Ama-32

zon River basin, where heavy rains typically accumulate annual records of over33

2000 mm (Rao and Hada 1990; Ronchail et al 2002). The trade winds provide34

such wet conditions carrying moist air westward from the warm tropical Atlantic35

through the Amazon basin. The annual cycle of rainfall is closely related to the36

annual incursion of deep tropical convection associated with the Intertropical Con-37

vergence Zone (ITCZ), going from the southernmost part of the Amazonia toward38

the equator during and after the austral summer, respectively (Rao and Hada 1990;39

Ronchail et al 2002).The rainfall maximum goes from December at the southern-40

most part of the Amazonia, during the austral summer, to May and the beginning41

of the boreal summer at the north of the Brazilian Amazonia, around the equator.42

However, the region is prone to strong climate variability: rainfall regimes have43

alternated between wet and dry periods with marked decadal frequency and im-44

pacts on hydrological and environmental resources (Robertson and Mechoso 1998;45

Dettinger et al 2001; Marengo 2004; 2009).46

The northeastern tropical region of Brazil (also referred to as Northeast Brazil)47

is mostly a plateau area with a semiarid precipitation regime, in which typically no48

more than 400 mm of precipitation per year are recorded (Kousky 1979; da Silva49

2004). The rainy season in the Northeast is short, typically between March and50

May when the ITCZ reaches its southernmost position over this region (Moura51

and Shukla 1981; Zhou and Lau 2001; Rodrigues et al 2011; de Albuquerque Cav-52

alcanti 2015). Then, the increase of convection and moisture advection associated53

with the ITCZ favors the occurrence of rainy events specially over northern and54

inner Northeast. The Northeast is particularly prone and sensible to changes on55

precipitation. Over the last century, this region has suffered recurrent long-term56

droughts and floods with severe humanitarian impacts (Hastenrath and Heller57

1977; Hastenrath and Greischar 1993; Hastenrath 2012).58

Rainfall variability in the Amazonia and Northeast regions has attracted the59

attention of several studies due to its relevant impacts (e.g., Rao and Hada 1990;60

Wainer and Soares 1997; Zhou and Lau 2001; Yoon and Zeng 2010; de Albuquerque61

Cavalcanti 2015). At interannual timescales, rainfall variability over the Amazonia62

and Northeast has been related to ITCZ changes induced by sub- and extra-63

tropical atmospheric modes (Hastenrath and Heller 1977; Moura and Shukla 1981;64

de Albuquerque Cavalcanti 2015). However there is wide agreement that the El65

Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Philander 1990) is the main modulator at66

these timescales due to anomalies on the Walker circulation driven by the tropical67

Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) (Zhou and Lau 2001; Souza and Ambrizzi68

2002; Ambrizzi et al 2004; Kayano and Andreoli 2006; Rodrigues et al 2011).69

The precipitation over the Amazonian and Northeast regions also varies on70

decadal timescales (Wainer and Soares 1997; Marengo et al 1998; Marengo 2004).71

This is related to anomalous shifts in the ITCZ position induced by changes at72

decadal to multidecadal timescales in both the interhemispheric contrast of tropical73

SST in the Atlantic and the tropical Pacific SST (Nobre and Shukla 1996; Wainer74

and Soares 1997; Robertson and Mechoso 1998; Zhou and Lau 2001; Marengo75

2004; Andreoli and Kayano 2005; da Silva 2004).76
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At decadal timescales, the main mode of SST variability modulating the ITCZ77

position over the Atlantic sector is the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV)78

(Knight et al 2006), also known as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (Kerr79

2000). The AMV is a recurrent pattern of SST anomalies (SSTA), with respect80

to climatological SST values, in the North Atlantic with a period of roughly 6081

years (Kerr 2000). During the warm (cold) phase of the AMV, the north Atlantic82

is anomalously warmer (colder) and the southern basin shows opposite anomalies83

creating a tropical interhemispheric SSTA dipole. Some works relate the AMV84

to the variability of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Kerr 2000;85

Knight 2005; Parker et al 2007; Zhang and Wang 2013; McCarthy et al 2015),86

while others suggest an important role of the aerosols in forcing decadal changes87

of the Atlantic SST (Rotstayn and Lohmann 2002; Terray 2012; Booth et al 2012;88

Haywood et al 2013).89

In relation to northern Brazilian rainfall, the characteristic interhemispheric90

SSTA dipole of the AMV is able to determine the southward excursion of the91

ITCZ during the austral summer and the following months (Knight et al 2006).92

During warm AMV phases the tropical SSTA gradient hinders the typical southern93

maximum displacement of the ITCZ during the rainy season in Northeast, which94

remains next to the mouth of the Amazon River (Knight et al 2006). Whilst op-95

posite effects on the ITCZ and rainfall occur during cold AMV phases. According96

to this, it has been shown there exists a negative relationship between the AMV97

phases and Northeast precipitation anomalies (Knight et al 2006) as well as sug-98

gested an intensification of the intraseasonal rainfall anomalies in the Amazonia99

region (Good et al 2008).100

Regarding decadal variability of Pacific SST, the leading mode of variability101

in the detrended SSTA of the Pacific basin at decadal timescale is termed the102

Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) (Zhang et al 1997; Power et al 1999). Some103

authors refer to the Pacific low-frequency variability as the Pacific Decadal Oscil-104

lation, which is the signal of the IPO defined with the SSTA in the northern basin105

during the boreal winter (Mantua et al 1997; Newman et al 2016). The SSTA pat-106

tern during the positive (negative) phase of the IPO shows an ENSO-like warm107

(cold) tongue from the eastern to the western tropical Pacific and two cold (warm)108

tongues in the extratropics, with a horseshoe shape of opposite anomalies along the109

west coast of North and South America (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Meehl et al110

2009b). However there is currently no consensus as to the mechanisms that gener-111

ate this pattern (Deser et al 2004; Meehl and Hu 2006; Farneti et al 2014; Newman112

et al 2003; Schneider and Cornuelle 2005; Shakun and Shaman 2009).The IPO has113

no well-defined unique frequency, but some periodicities that can be grouped in a114

decadal and a multidecadal range of 15-25 and 60-70 years, respectively (Minobe115

1999; Chao et al 2000; Tourre et al 2001; Mantua and Hare 2002; MacDonald and116

Case 2005).117

The IPO is also related to changes in the Amazonia and Northeast regions at118

long-term timescale. According to some studies, the relationship between the IPO119

and northern Brazilian rainfall comes from the ability of the IPO to modulate the120

occurrence and intensity of ENSO events (Dettinger et al 2001; Marengo 2004;121

Andreoli and Kayano 2005; Rodrigues et al 2011). Nevertheless, the SSTA pattern122

associated with the positive (negative) IPO phase is directly related to anomalous123

dry (wet) conditions over both the Amazonia and Northeast regions (Dettinger124

et al 2001). Such connection is linked to negative (positive) low-level pressure125
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anomalies over the tropical Pacific and less (more) river flow in northern South126

America, suggesting an ENSO-like atmospheric mechanism (Dettinger et al 2001).127

At longer timescales, the long-term trends of the Northeast rainfall have been128

found to be insignificant (da Silva 2004) and, because of the short sample of129

the observed data available, they are suggested to be part of the interdecadal130

changes (Zhou and Lau 2001). In the Amazonia, there are some discrepancies about131

the long-term precipitation trends, which are also suggested to be non significant132

compared to the decadal changes (Marengo 2004; 2009).133

In the last decade, there have been several attempts to predict decadal varia-134

tions of the climate system using initialized coupled model simulations with very135

little skill for rainfall over land (Newman 2013; Meehl et al 2009a; Doblas-Reyes136

et al 2013; Gaetani and Mohino 2013). The prediction of such decadal variations137

of rainfall over the Amazonia and Northeast regions could be very valuable for138

planning for energy resources management, agriculture and prevention of natural139

disasters such as floods or droughts. To provide skillful estimates, models need to140

correctly reproduce the evolution of SST decadal modes and also their impact.141

Models show skill in reproducing SST evolution in some regions, like the Atlantic142

(Hawkins et al 2011; Latif and Keenlyside 2011; van Oldenborgh et al 2012). Sev-143

eral works have already addressed the ability of state-of-the-art global coupled144

models in reproducing the characteristics of the AMV and IPO modes and some145

of their impacts (e.g., Zhang and Wang 2013; Martin et al 2014; Villamayor and146

Mohino 2015; Fuentes-Franco et al 2015; Yim et al 2015; Zhang and Delworth147

2015; Farneti 2017; Joshi and Kucharski 2017). Nevertheless, to our knowledge148

none has analyzed the impacts over the Amazonia and Northeast regions.149

The main aim of this work is to show the observed direct impact that the150

AMV and IPO modes of SST have on rainfall in the Amazonia and Northeast re-151

gions during the common rainy months, from December to May (hereinafter DJF-152

MAM), the atmospheric dynamic mechanisms involved and to determine whether153

the state-of-the-art models are able to reproduce such connection. Our specific154

objectives are: (1) To analyze the reproduced multi-model mean links between the155

AMV and IPO with the Amazonia and Northeast rainfall, comparing them to the156

observed ones. (2) To look into the associated atmospheric dynamics in the mod-157

els and its consistency with observations. (3) To discuss the possible differences158

between externally forced and unforced simulations and seek whether in the future159

projections given by the models these relationships are expected to change or not.160

2 Data and methods161

2.1 Simulations162

In this work we analyze output data from some common experiments of a set of163

17 different state-of-the-art global coupled models participating in the Coupled164

Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al 2012) (Table 1).165

CMIP5 brings together diverse coordinated experiments and involves 20 interna-166

tional modeling groups, providing a multi-model setting of simulations including167

some long-term experiments ideal to study the decadal to multidecadal climate168

variability (Table 1). The experiments analyzed in this work are the long-term169
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unforced preindustrial control (hereinafter piControl) run, the 20th century simu-170

lation (typically from 1850 to 2005) which includes the observed external forcing171

(hereinafter historical) and the future projection (typically from 2006 to 2100) of172

Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (hereinafter RCP8.5), with a radiative173

forcing rising up to 8.5 W/m2 in 2100 induced by the emission of global warming174

gases (Riahi et al 2007) (more details in Table 1). We use monthly output data of175

SST, precipitation, surface pressure, winds and specific humidity at various levels176

that are interpolated to a common grid of 2.8◦ in latitude and longitude and 17177

vertical levels. We also calculate the moisture flux as the mass-weighted vertical178

integration between the surface and the 200 hPa level of the specific humidity179

times the vector wind at each level.180

2.2 Observations181

For observations we use monthly SST data from the Hadley Center sea ice and182

sea surface temperature version 1 (HadISST1, from 1870 to 2009) (Rayner et al183

2003). HadISST1 is a reconstruction of SST data from the Met Office Marine Data184

Bank, the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set and satellite185

measurements from 1982 onwards, interpolated to a fully spatially distributed grid186

with a resolution of 1◦ in longitude and latitude.187

The available records of observed precipitation in the Amazonia region are188

sparse and inaccurate in some cases, especially during the early 20th century189

(Marengo 2004). The precipitation gridded data use selected observations and190

provide long time series by spatially interpolating the available stations records.191

But in turn, this artificial reconstruction generates high uncertainty of the result-192

ing data in regions with scarce observations. Therefore, to gain confidence on the193

observational results with which we compare the CMIP5 simulations, three grid-194

ded data sets dealing with different interpolation methods are analyzed. One is the195

Version-7 of the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC v7, from 1901196

to 2013) (Schneider et al 2016), another is the Climatic Research Unit time series197

version 3.24.01 (CRU TS3.24.01, from 1901 to 2015) (Harris et al 2014) and the198

third one is the University of Delaware Air Temperature and Precipitation ver-199

sion 4.01 (UDEL v4.01, form 1900 to 2014) (Willmott et al 2001). The three are200

monthly databases of continental coverage with a longitude and latitude resolution201

of 0.5◦based on precipitation data from weather stations distributed around the202

world.203

In order to study the atmospheric dynamics, data for surface pressure, winds204

and specific humidity at different levels from reanalysis are used. These are based205

on the assimilation of observational data and, therefore, also have inherent un-206

certainties that are mainly attributed to the model and the observations used.207

To deal with it, we use two different reanalysis to compare the results: the Euro-208

pean Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts reanalysis of the 20th Century209

(ERA-20C, from 1900 to 2010) (Poli et al 2013) and the NOAA-CIRES 20th Cen-210

tury Reanalysis version 2c (20CRV2c, from 1851 to 2014) (Compo et al 2011). Both211

reanalyses are performed by assimilating surface pressure from the International212

Surface Pressure Databank and the ERA-20C also includes wind observations from213

the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set. The outputs used214

from both reanalyses are monthly data with a horizontal resolution of 1◦ in longi-215
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tude and latitude and 37 and 24 vertical levels, respectively for the ERA-20C and216

the 20CRV2c.217

2.3 Indices and patterns218

The AMV and the IPO indices are calculated from the simulated and observed219

annual SSTA data following Villamayor and Mohino (2015): Firstly, we eliminate220

an estimate of the global warming (GW) influence from the SSTA field as in Mo-221

hino et al (2011). To that end, we obtain the GW spatial pattern by regressing the222

annual SSTA field onto the GW index, calculated as the 40 year low pass-filtered223

global mean SSTA (between 45◦S and 60◦N). Then we calculate a ”GW-fitted”224

SSTA field as the product of the GW spatial pattern times the GW index and sub-225

tract it from the original field to get a ”residual” SSTA field with removed GW226

influence. Finally, the AMV and IPO indices are computed as the first principal227

component of an Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of the ”resid-228

ual” SSTA in the North Atlantic (between 0◦ and 60◦N) and the Pacific basin229

(between 45◦S and 60◦N), respectively. The ”residual” SSTA field is previously230

area weighted and low pass-filtered with a 13-year cutoff period. As an exception,231

in the case of the unforced piControl simulations the AMV and IPO indices are232

calculated from the original SSTA field instead of the ”residual”. For those models233

with several realizations of the same experiment (see Table 1), their simulations234

are concatenated in time before the AMV and IPO estimation. In this way we235

seek to take advantage of the information provided by all the ensemble members.236

Furthermore, hardly any differences are found between the SSTA patterns and237

the time series obtained with this method and by analyzing the ensemble mem-238

bers separately and then averaging the patterns and putting the indices in series,239

respectively (not shown).240

The spatial patterns of the diverse variables associated with the AMV and241

IPO are obtained by regressing the unfiltered anomalous fields onto the respective242

indices. For the SSTA patterns, the annual values of the original data have been243

used for the regression. Whilst for the atmospheric variables, the regression maps244

have been computed using the seasonal anomaly during the DJFMAM season of245

maximum precipitation common to both Amazonia and Northeast regions. In the246

case of the Northeast region, its short rainy season is restricted to the months from247

March to May. However, the results concerning this region do not change substan-248

tially whether we use the anomalies averaged in DJFMAM or in its characteristic249

rainy season (not shown).250

2.4 Statistical significance251

To assess the statistical significance of regression patterns a ”random-phase” test,252

based on Ebisuzaki (1997), is used. This test is based on the comparison between253

the regression at each grid point and a distribution of 100 regression coefficients254

obtained from random series designed to preserve the autocorrelation of the orig-255

inal ones. These series are generated by randomly altering the phase of the orig-256

inal ones, using Fourier transforms, and maintaining their periodicities. For the257

multi-model analysis, model-mean regression patterns across the 17 models are258
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composed to show the common impacts of the AMV and IPO reproduced by the259

CMIP5 models. To evaluate the statistical significance of these model-mean pat-260

terns, the ”random-phase” test is adapted. In this case, the averaged regression261

is compared with a probability density function constructed from mean regression262

coefficients out of 17 pairs of random time series generated from the original ones263

of each model.264

3 Results265

3.1 AMV266

3.1.1 SSTA pattern and rainfall response267

The observed AMV pattern is characterized by a well-defined interhemisferic SSTA268

gradient in the Atlantic basin, with warm anomalies all across its northern half and269

cold ones in the southern part (Figure 1a). The North Atlantic warming depicts a270

comma-shape pattern of SSTA. Anomalies are more intense in the northernmost271

part of the North Atlantic, south of Greenland, and extend southward along the272

eastern part of the basin to the northern half of the tropical Atlantic. The rainfall273

response to the AMV during DJFMAM is anomalously negative over the Northeast274

of Brazil and positive in most of the vast Amazonia region and further north275

(Figure 1b). Although the regression pattern shows low statistical significance,276

the observed rainfall response to the AMV is consistent among the three data bases277

analyzed (supplementary Figures S1a-d). The negative link between the AMV and278

rainfall over the Northeast is related to an anomalous latitudinal positioning of the279

ITCZ, which remains too far north close to the equator due to the northward SSTA280

dipole of the AMV pattern (Knight et al 2006). The meridional SSTA gradient is281

also related to changes in the ITCZ over the Amazonia region and the moisture282

supply (Yoon and Zeng 2010; Good et al 2008), as well as to rainfall anomalies in283

the Guianas and Venezuela (Hastenrath and Heller 1977).284

In agreement with observations, the CMIP5 models reproduce an AMV pattern285

of SSTA averaged across the 17 models that shows the described comma-shape286

anomalous warming at the North Atlantic with high consistency among the models287

in both the historical and piControl simulations (crosses in Figures 2a and 2c288

indicate the grid points where most of the models coincide in the sign of the289

regression coefficient). However, the models tend to underestimate the anomalies290

of this pattern, especially in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic. There291

are also some differences between the two experiments. Over the southern half of292

the Atlantic Ocean, in the AMV pattern of the historical experiment there are293

weak and not significant anomalies. In contrast, the pattern of the piControl one294

shows significant cold SSTA south of the equator, with high consistency among295

the models and in agreement with the observed pattern. This result suggests that296

most of the models reproduce a more accurately defined SSTA interhemispheric297

gradient in the Atlantic in the piControl experiment than in the historical one. In298

the historical experiment, the AMV pattern shows mostly positive SSTA in the299

Indian Ocean, which are more consistent among the models in the northeastern300

part of the basin. It also shows significant warm anomalies in the northernmost part301

of the Pacific Ocean and weak ones in roughly the rest of the basin. On the other302
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hand, the piControl AMV pattern shows weaker warm SSTA over the northern303

Indian Ocean and significant cooling to the south. In the Pacific, it also shows a304

significant extratropical warming to the north in agreement to the historical AMV305

pattern, but in contrast a cooling to the south (Figure 2c).306

Consistently with the observed precipitation pattern, the CMIP5 models on av-307

erage reproduce drier conditions in Northeast and wetter in the Amazonia region308

associated with the positive AMV SSTA pattern in both the historical and piCon-309

trol simulations (Figures 2b and 2d respectively). The full-scale rainfall pattern310

in northern Brazil and the tropical Atlantic depicts a fringe of negative rainfall311

anomalies along the tropical Atlantic below the equator, covering the Northeast,312

and another of positive anomalies over the equator, extending across the northern313

half of the Amazon (north of 7◦S). Such anomalous latitudinal shift of the tropical314

rain-belt suggests that the CMIP5 models reproduce ITCZ changes over northern315

South America in response to the characteristic tropical Atlantic SSTA dipole of316

the AMV (Folland et al 2001; Knight et al 2006).317

Note that the scale used to display the rainfall anomalies of the ensemble-318

mean regression patterns (ranging from around -0.1 to 0.1 mm/day per standard319

deviation) is lower than the one used for observations (from -0.5 to 0.5 mm/day320

per standard deviation). The averaging among the 17 precipitation patterns of the321

models, which may present certain discrepancies in the sign and amplitude of the322

regression coefficients in the different grid points, can explain the underestimation323

of the anomalies in the model-mean patterns with respect to observations. Besides,324

some CMIP5 models individually underestimate the intensity of rainfall, especially325

in the Amazonia, due to unrealistically reproduced moisture transport related with326

inaccurate representation of surface radiative fluxes or with overestimation of the327

tropical convective rainfall over the surrounding Pacific and Atlantic oceans (Yin328

et al 2013).329

Although the precipitation anomalies are similarly distributed in the regres-330

sion maps of both the forced and unforced experiments, there are some differences331

between them. Roughly, the most outstanding difference is that the model-mean332

rainfall response to the AMV of the historical experiment is less statistically sig-333

nificant and consistent among models than the one of piControl. In the historical334

experiment, there are positive and negative rainfall anomalies over most of the335

Amazonia and over the Northeast region, respectively, but without high statistical336

significance in both regions (Figure 2b). In contrast, in the piControl experi-337

ment there are highly significant positive and negative precipitation anomalies338

over Amazonia, north of 5◦S, and over the Northeast region, respectively (Figure339

2d).340

The fact that the rainfall pattern of piControl runs are, on average, more341

significant and therefore more consistent between the models than the one from342

historical simulations may be related to the differences between the AMV patterns343

obtained for both experiments. But which are the features of the AMV pattern344

that differ from one experiment to another that induce the differences in the pre-345

cipitation response? To answer this question, in the following we analyze the AMV346

patterns simulated by the different models.347
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3.1.2 Inter-model analysis348

One of the main differences in the model-mean AMV patterns of SSTA between349

the historical and the piControl experiments were found in the interhemispheric350

thermal gradient in the tropical Atlantic. This feature of the SSTA pattern is key to351

determine the rain in the Amazonia and Northeast regions (e.g., Good et al 2008;352

Folland et al 2001), it could thus affect the way in which the models reproduce353

the link between the AMV and rainfall in the different experiments.354

In most models the reproduced tropical Atlantic SSTA gradient of the AMV355

pattern is less than 30% of the observed value (of around 0.16◦C per standard356

deviation), being only comparable (higher than the 60% of the observed gradient)357

in the piControl runs of the HadGEM2-CC and HadGEM2-ES models and the358

MIROC-ESM-CHEM in both experiments (in Figure 3, numbers 9, 10 and 14,359

respectively). Coinciding with this, the models generally also underestimate the360

rainfall response to the AMV or even reproduce opposite anomalies with respect361

to the observations. Over the Amazonia region they reproduce less than half the362

observed precipitation anomalies and in the Northeast only the HadGEM2-CC363

model in the two experiments and the HadGEM2-ES, MIROC5 and NorESM1-M364

in their piControl simulations reproduce rainfall anomalies that are similar or more365

intense than the observations (in Figure 3, numbers 9, 10, 13 and 17, respectively).366

Focusing on the relationship between the tropical SSTA gradient of the AMV367

pattern and the precipitation response in the Amazonia and Northeast regions368

reproduced by the models individually, the piControl experiment shows strong369

linear correlation (the correlation coefficients are R=0.81 and R=-0.71 in the re-370

spective regions, which are significant with a 95% confidence level from absolute371

values higher than R=0.48, according to a Student t-test) (Figure 3). However,372

the HadGEM2-CC model (number 9) reproduces lower Amazon rainfall response373

despite showing even stronger SSTA. This may be attributed to a weakly repro-374

duced sensitivity of the atmosphere in this region to the SST by the model or375

to observed data uncertainties that lead to overestimated results. Regarding the376

Northeast precipitation response, this linear relationship strongly (but not totally)377

depends on the result of the HadGEM2-CC model, which shows an outstanding378

strong link with the SSTA gradient. In contrast, there seems to be no such link379

in the historical experiments (linearly correlated with R=0.35 and R=0.04 respec-380

tively in the Amazonia and Northeast). In agreement with Martin et al (2014), we381

also find that the first low-frequency variability mode of the North Atlantic SSTA382

reproduced by some models is not associated with an AMV-like SSTA pattern,383

i.e. with a well defined interhemispheric gradient of SSTA over the Atlantic (sup-384

plementary Figures S2 and S3). Furthermore, the differences found between the385

historical and piControl experiments in the model-mean AMV patterns of SSTA386

are not appreciable in all the models individually, suggesting an important model387

dependence.388

These results suggest that the fact that some models do not reproduce a well-389

defined AMV pattern of SSTA can explain the uncertainties among the models390

in the precipitation response of the piControl experiment (supplementary Figure391

S5). In some cases these patterns show certain relationship between the AMV and392

the SSTA of other basins, such as the Pacific (Zhang and Delworth 2007; Wu et al393

2011; Levine et al 2017), which may interfere with the rainfall response to the394

Atlantic SSTA gradient. Regarding the historical experiment, another source of395
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uncertainty needs to be considered: The aerosols seem to play a relevant role in396

explaining the differences between the characteristics of the AMV patterns of the397

historical and piControl experiments (Booth et al 2012; Zhang et al 2013) (more398

details in the discussion of the supplementary material).399

3.1.3 Atmospheric teleconnection between AMV and rainfall400

The AMV observed signal projects onto a surface low and associated low-level401

cyclonic circulation over the Atlantic north of the equator, while it shows positive402

surface pressure anomalies to the south (Figure 4a). Associated with this pressure403

gradient, there are northward anomalous low-level winds over the western part of404

the tropical Atlantic and northern South America. These winds are, in turn, con-405

sistent with the anomalous moisture flux from the tropical Atlantic toward the406

Amazon River mouth and inland (Figures 4a and 4b). This low-level and the407

high-level (not shown) circulation also suggest an anomalous meridional circula-408

tion with stronger convection over the northern and subsidence over the southern409

Atlantic basin associated with the decrease and increase of surface pressure, re-410

spectively. This anomalous circulation entails the strengthening of the ITCZ north411

of the equator, reducing the moisture supply in the Northeast (Moura and Shukla412

1981; Hastenrath and Greischar 1993; de Albuquerque Cavalcanti 2015) (Figure413

4b). Not only is this mechanism consistent with the anomalous drying of the North-414

east (Knight et al 2006) but also with wetter conditions in the Amazonia region.415

The northward displacement of the ITCZ provides Amazonia with more humidity416

advected from the tropical Atlantic toward the Amazon River mouth and inland.417

Consistent with the AMV patterns of SSTA, the model-mean surface pressure418

response in the historical experiment shows lower statistical significance over the419

southern Atlantic (between 0◦- 40◦S) than in the piControl one. The models re-420

produce the anomalous cyclonic circulation over the North Atlantic and a surface421

pressure contrast with respect to the south (Figures 4c and 4e), in agreement422

with observations. However, the North Atlantic cyclone displayed by the surface423

pressure and low-level wind anomalies is placed more to the northeast than in ob-424

servations. This is consistent with the distribution of the SSTA in the AMV pat-425

terns throughout the tropical North Atlantic. In observations the stronger SSTA426

are closer to the equator than in the historical and piControl simulations, which427

are located more to the north (Figures 1a, 2a and 2c, respectively). Despite this428

difference, the models reproduce the observed anomalous northward shift of the429

cross-equatorial winds and the moisture flux away from the Northeast of Brazil430

and toward the Amazon basin (Figures 4d and 4f).431

The most remarkable discrepancies between the observed and simulated atmo-432

spheric circulation response to the AMV are shown over the interior of the South433

American continent. The observations show uncertain surface pressure response434

over South America but consistent northwesterly low-level anomalous wind and435

moisture flux along Bolivia and central Brazil, between 10◦- 20◦S (Figures 4a-b436

and supplementary Figures S1e and S1g). This jet of anomalous low-level wind437

and humidity flows southeastward from western Amazonia along the eastern slope438

of the Peruvian Andes. Such anomalies, in turn, could be related to changes in the439

low-level winds and the moisture transport over this area, which are associated440

with the South American monsoon system and are related to climate variability in441

subtropical and extratropical regions of the continent (Labraga et al 2000; Grimm442
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and Zilli 2009; Marengo et al 2012). The models also simulate a northward de-443

viation of the easterly moisture flux over the Amazon basin, instead of flowing444

to the south of the Amazonia region and to the east through central Brazil as445

shown by the observations. Such discrepancies do not affect the Northeast and446

the northern part of the Amazonia, which are mostly influenced by the easterlies447

from the tropical Atlantic, but can substantially affect the way in which CMIP5448

models reproduce the relationship between the AMV and rainfall in the south of449

the Amazonia, as well as other extratropical regions (Marengo et al 2012), and450

thus its low-frequency variability.451

3.2 IPO452

3.2.1 SSTA pattern and rainfall response453

The observed IPO pattern is characterized by significant warm SSTA in the trop-454

ical Pacific, with an ENSO-like shape, extending to the extratropics along the455

western coasts of both North and South America (Figure 5a). It also presents456

two cold tongues of SSTA in mid-latitudes expanding eastward from the coasts of457

Asia and Oceania, respectively. The simulations show IPO patterns highly con-458

sistent with the observed one (Figures 6a and 6c). Away from the Pacific basin459

the anomalies are less intense. There is widespread warming of the Indian Ocean460

surface in observations and simulations. In the Atlantic basin there are weak and461

non significant observed anomalies, although the simulations produce a small but462

statistically significant heating in the tropical sector. The model-mean IPO pat-463

tern of the piControl experiment is found to be slightly more consistent among464

the models than the historical one. However, there is little difference between the465

patterns from both sets of experiments. Regarding the preferred frequency of the466

IPO indices, models, on average, tend to show higher power spectra in the bands467

of 15-25 and 50-70 years, though the level of agreement is low (Villamayor and468

Mohino 2015). Such bands are roughly consistent with the observations (Minobe469

1999; Chao et al 2000; Tourre et al 2001; Mantua and Hare 2002; MacDonald and470

Case 2005).471

The observed precipitation anomalies related to the IPO during DJFMAM472

show significant deficit in the Amazonia and Northeast regions (Figure 5b). In473

the Amazonia region the rainfall anomalies are mostly spread across the entire474

area, being more intense over the western side. In the Northeast of Brazil the475

stronger negative anomalies are distributed along the coastal part of the region,476

especially at the northwest, and decrease in magnitude inland. This result coincides477

with the impact on rainfall in both the Amazonia and Northeast regions produced478

by the SSTA pattern of ENSO (e.g., Ambrizzi et al 2004) which is similar to the479

tropical Pacific component of the IPO and agrees with other works that suggest480

a similar connection at decadal-to-multidecadal timescales (Dettinger et al 2001).481

In addition to this, the observations also show significant positive precipitation482

anomalies associated with the IPO over central Brazil as well as in the north and483

south of the Amazon Basin: over Venezuela and Bolivia, respectively.484

Both historical and piControl experiments present an impact of IPO on rain-485

fall in both the Amazonia and Northeast regions during DJFMAM similar to the486

observed one, though underestimated in intensity (Figures 6b and 6d). In the487
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Amazon basin the model-mean rainfall response is negative across most of the488

region. However, in contrast to the observations, the anomalies are more intense489

and consistent among the models to the east in both the historical and piControl490

experiments. In the historical experiment, the precipitation anomalies over the491

Amazon region associated with IPO are lower than in piControl, especially in the492

southwestern part where the anomalies are not significant only in the historical493

simulation. In the Northeast, the models reproduce on average a significant de-494

crease of rainfall across the region with high agreement among the models. In both495

historical and piControl experiments the precipitation anomalies are similarly dis-496

tributed, being stronger in the western half of the Northeast region. Nevertheless,497

these anomalies are more intensely reproduced by the historical simulations which498

also show stronger negative anomalies over the western edge of the region than499

the piControl experiment.500

Out of northern Brazil, the models reproduce positive rainfall anomalies south501

of the Amazonia and in central Brazil, as in observations. However the rainfall502

response given by the models in these areas is much weaker than the observed503

one, indicating certain disagreement among models. North of the Amazonia region,504

over Venezuela they reproduce negative anomalies (contrary to observations) and505

show very robust negative signal over southern Central America, in Costa Rica506

and Panama, in agreement with observations.507

In both the historical and piControl experiments, there is a strong intensifi-508

cation of precipitation along the tropical Pacific between 0◦-10◦S, which affects509

the western slope of the Andes. In contrast, over the Atlantic there is a weakened510

tropical rain-belt around 5◦S that expands westward inland. This suggests that511

the CMIP5 models reproduce a strengthening of the ITCZ over the warm tropical512

Pacific and a weakening over the Atlantic and northern Brazil during DJFMAM513

associated with the IPO pattern.514

3.2.2 Inter-model analysis515

Despite the robustness of the IPO SSTA pattern reproduced across all the models516

(Figures 6a and 6c), the simulated precipitation response over the Amazonia and517

Northeast regions is less consistent among the models (Figures 6b and 6d). Re-518

garding the models individually, roughly half of them (CanESM2, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0,519

HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, MPI-ESM-LR)520

broadly reproduce negative anomalies along the tropical Atlantic sector and inland521

similarly in both experiments (supplementary Figures S6 and S7). The precipita-522

tion patterns linked to the IPO of these models roughly show a weakened tropical523

rain-belt over the north of South America, suggesting an anomalous weakening of524

the convective rainfall associated with the ITCZ as in the model-mean pattern.525

However, other models reproduce precipitation patterns that are noisy or present526

weak anomalies (CNRM-CM5, FGOALS-g2, GISS-E2-H, GISS-E2-R), others dis-527

play opposite rainfall response to the observed one in some of the two regions of528

northern Brazil (inmcm4, MRI-CGCM3, CCSM4, NorESM1-M) and there are only529

two that do not show a consistent rainfall response in the two different experiments530

(bcc-csm1-1 and HadGEM2-CC).531

The differences among the models in the simulated impact of the IPO on the532

Amazonia and Northeast rainfall can be attributed to the accuracy with which they533

reproduce the IPO pattern with respect to the observed one. Particularly, focusing534
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on the link between the precipitation response to the IPO and the characteristic535

tropical Pacific component of the SSTA pattern, we find that there is a linear536

relationship (Figure 7). In the Amazonia region, such a relationship is weaker in537

the historical than in the piControl experiment (linearly correlated with R=-0.41538

and R=-0.64, respectively) (Figure 7a). This is consistent with the fact that the539

robustness of the SSTA pattern among the models is slightly weaker in the forced540

than in the unforced simulations (Figures 6a and 6c). In case of the Northeast541

precipitation, the relationship between precipitation and the IPO pattern is similar542

in both the historical and piControl experiments (linearly correlated with R=-543

0.41 and R=-0.40, respectively) (Figure 7b). The linear fit between the rainfall544

response to the IPO and the tropical Pacific component of the SSTA pattern in545

all cases is not highly significant (the correlation coefficients with an absolute546

value of R=0.40 are barely significant with a 90% confidence level, according to a547

Student t-test). But it has to be considered that the IPO pattern shows significant548

loads of SSTA away from the Pacific and hence there are other domains that549

may also contribute to influence the connection with rainfall. There are also some550

models that, although they reproduce sufficiently intense tropical Pacific SSTA,551

the rainfall response is weaker than in observations. This therefore suggests that552

either the observational result is overestimated due to data uncertainties or that553

models reproduce insufficient atmospheric response to SSTA.554

Therefore, this result suggests that the accuracy with which the models re-555

produce the precipitation response to the IPO in both the Amazonia and the556

Northeast regions can be partly related to the magnitude of the SSTA pattern,557

in particular to its tropical Pacific component. So, the higher the temperature in558

the tropical Pacific, the lower the precipitation anomalies in both regions and vice559

versa. In addition, no remarkable discrepancies between the forced and unforced560

simulations are found.561

3.2.3 Atmospheric teleconnection between IPO and rainfall562

The patterns of surface pressure during DJFMAM associated with the IPO in Fig-563

ure 8 suggests a zonal and tropical atmospheric mechanism connecting the IPO to564

rainfall anomalies. It shows a weakening of pressure and convergent winds at 850565

hPa over the Pacific and increased surface pressure across the rest of the tropical566

regions, spanning the Atlantic sector and eastern South America, similarly in ob-567

servations and in both experiments. This is consistent with an anomalous Walker568

circulation, with associated increased ascending motion over the warm tropical Pa-569

cific and subsidence over the tropical Atlantic and northern South America (not570

shown). Such mechanism is similar to the teleconnection between the ENSO and571

the Amazonia and Northeast, which features subsidence over South America and572

induces rainfall decrease in both the Amazonia and Northeast regions (Ambrizzi573

et al 2004). Therefore, the large-scale observed atmospheric mechanism triggered574

by the IPO pattern is consistently reproduced by the models.575

However, the moisture flux anomaly associated with the IPO pattern reveals576

certain differences between observed and the model-mean response over northern577

South America (Figures 8b, 8d and 8f, respectively). Observations show uncertain578

moisture flux anomalies over the Amazonia. However, there is anomalous moisture579

transport out of the Amazon river basin, over the tropical Atlantic, and south of580

the Amazonia, toward central Brazil and further south, that is consistent in both581
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reanalysis (Figure 8b and supplementary Figure S1h). On the other hand, the582

model-mean anomalous moisture flux patterns show significant humidity transport583

from the tropical Atlantic toward the Northeast region. This is highly consistent584

between both historical and piControl experiments, slightly more intense in the585

latter. In contrast to the observations, the simulated moisture supply passes by the586

Northeast and the Amazonia regions all the way to the Pacific coast. As it passes587

over land the humidity supply increases, suggesting anomalous surface drying by588

means of more evaporation and less precipitation. To a lesser extent, there is also589

a southward moisture transport toward extratropical regions in agreement with590

the observations.591

Regarding the surface pressure patterns in response to the IPO in detail, there592

are also local discrepancies between observations and simulations in the northern-593

most part of South America that could be related to the previously mentioned594

different behavior of the observed and simulated moisture flux. The models repro-595

duce an anomalous low pressure center located in the northernmost part of South596

America, whilst in observations the surface pressure anomalies linked to the IPO597

are inconsistent between the different data used and, therefore, uncertain (Figure598

8a and supplementary Figure S1f). This low surface pressure center simulated by599

the models might explain the unrealistic moisture intrusion from the tropical At-600

lantic. Nevertheless, the rainfall response to the IPO in observations and CMIP5601

simulations is similar in both the Amazonia and Northeast regions. Such a scenario602

suggests that, even though there is humidity supplied by the Atlantic, the large-603

scale induced subsidence inhibits convection in the models (e.g., Drumond et al604

2010). In observations, the same mechanism of subsidence over the same regions is605

suggested to induce low-level divergence of moist air in the Northeast and further606

north affecting the Amazon region, producing further drought.607

These discrepancies between observed and simulated regional mechanisms re-608

lated with the IPO in the north of South America could be a consequence of609

insufficient resolution in areas of strong topographic change, or unresolved land-610

atmosphere interactions in the models, which are highly relevant features in de-611

termining the South American climate (Labraga et al 2000; Grimm and Zilli 2009;612

Marengo et al 2012). They might be also related to the inherent noisy signal of the613

observational data. However, these discrepancies do not seem to influence the sign614

of the simulated rainfall response with respect to that observed in the Northeast615

and in most of the Amazonia region. But they are likely associated with the lack616

of precipitation anomalies in southwestern Amazon, with respect to observations,617

and could be highly relevant to resolve the climate variability of other extratrop-618

ical regions that are also determined by the South American Monsoon System619

(Marengo et al 2012).620

3.3 Future scenario621

Despite the differences found among some models, the model-mean AMV and IPO622

patterns and their impacts on precipitation over Amazonia and Northeast regions623

show similar features as in observations in both forced and unforced simulations.624

On this basis, we can wonder whether the relationship between rainfall and the625

decadal-to-multidecadal patterns will change or not in a hypothetical future sce-626
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nario analyzing the model-mean patters of CMIP5 future projections. To this aim,627

future projections of the RCP8.5 scenario are used.628

Regarding the model-mean AMV pattern calculated with the RCP8.5 projec-629

tion (Figure 9a), in the North Atlantic it depicts a coma-shape SSTA heating630

similar to the historical and piControl experiments, although slightly less consis-631

tent among the models and with lower statistical significance. The global pattern,632

however, presents colder anomalies than the one given by the historical experi-633

ment in the tropical Pacific, the Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic basin. It634

shows an interhemispheric thermal gradient in the Tropical Atlantic that resem-635

bles more to the AMV reproduced by the piControl simulation. Consistently, as in636

piControl, the response of precipitation anomalies to the AMV averaged across all637

models shows more agreement among them and more amplitude than in historical638

experiments, with positive anomalies over the Amazonia and negative ones in the639

Northeast region (Figure 9b). However, the statistical significance is notably low.640

Despite this, such distribution of rainfall anomalies suggests an anomalous north-641

ward shift of the rain-belt associated with the ITCZ during DJFMAM, which is642

also consistent with the associated atmospheric dynamic given by RCP8.5 pro-643

jections: anomalous low pressure at the surface and low-level cyclonic circulation644

over the north Atlantic basin and northward strengthening of the cross-equatorial645

winds and of the moisture supply (supplementary Figure S8), consistently with646

the other two experiments.647

The averaged IPO pattern of SSTA in the RCP8.5 projection is consistent with648

the ones in the historical and piControl experiments (Figures 9c, 6a and 6c).649

However there are more discrepancies among the models (Villamayor and Mohino650

2015). Consistently, the rainfall response reproduced by the RCP8.5 simulation651

is noisier than the historical one (Figure 9d). The negative anomalies over the652

Amazonia region show very low statistical significance. In the Northeast the rainfall653

anomalies are uncertain, mostly negative in the interior but not significant. The654

associated atmospheric dynamics (supplementary Figure S9) coincides with the655

historical and piControl simulations but it is also less consistent among the models.656

4 Conclusions657

Our results suggest that both the AMV and the IPO long-term modes of SST vari-658

ability are related to northern Brazilian rainfall during DJFMAM. In its positive659

phases, the AMV mode induces intensified rainfall in the Amazonia region and less660

precipitation in the Northeast, while the IPO hinders rainfall in both areas. Despite661

the shortcoming of observed precipitation data in these regions, especially in the662

Amazon basin and during the earliest period of the records (Marengo 2004), such663

a relationship is equally suggested by the three different databases analyzed (CRU664

TS3.24.01, GPCC v7 and UDEL v4.01), although low statistical significance is665

obtained in some cases. Hence, it is difficult to robustly determine the relationship666

between the decadal modes of SST variability and precipitation in observations.667

However, the analysis of 17 different CMIP5 models reveals that, on average, they668

reproduce the same basic features of the observed relationship between the low-669

frequency SST modes of variability and rainfall in the northern Brazilian regions670

during DJFMAM, which reinforces the confidence in the observational results.671

Though the intensity of rainfall anomalies is notably underestimated.672
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With regard to the AMV, its SSTA pattern depicts an interhemispheric thermal673

gradient in the Atlantic basin which induces opposite surface pressure anomalies674

at each hemisphere and anomalous latitudinal displacement of the ITCZ over the675

tropical Atlantic sector. In case of the positive AMV phase, during DJFMAM the676

ITCZ experiences a weaker intrusion toward the Northeast of Brazil remaining in677

latitudes close to the mouth of the Amazon, favoring moisture transport into the678

Amazonia. This mechanism produces anomalous drying in the Northeast region679

and wetter conditions in the Amazonia. The opposite occurs during the cold AMV680

phases.681

There are some inconsistencies among the models with respect to the rainfall682

response to the AMV in the Amazonia and Northeast regions. This is related to the683

ability of the models to accurately reproduce the AMV pattern, particularly the684

characteristic interhemispheric thermal gradient in the Atlantic. In addition, there685

is also some discrepancy between the AMV impacts reproduced by the historical686

and the piControl experiments that is model-dependent. This may be related to687

the different ways in which the models resolve the aerosol effects in the historical688

experiment that can influence the AMV in some models and hence modify its689

pattern and impacts with respect to the one of piControl.690

Regarding the IPO, the model-mean precipitation response during DJFMAM691

in the Amazonia and the Northeast regions is also similar to the observed one.692

During the positive phase of the IPO, the large-scale atmospheric mechanism693

observed as well as reproduced by the models is an anomalous Walker circulation,694

with increased convection over the warm tropical Pacific and subsidence over the695

Atlantic sector. This atmospheric connection hinders precipitation throughout the696

north of South America, in both observations and CMIP5 simulations. However,697

in observations the subsidence effect seems to block moist air intrusion from the698

tropical Atlantic, whilst in simulations the humidity flows zonally through the699

Northeast and the Amazonia regions, suggesting that in this case the subsidence700

hinders convection instead of blocking the moisture flux.701

Despite the robustness of the IPO pattern of SSTA reproduced across the702

models (Villamayor and Mohino 2015), there are some discrepancies among the703

models in terms of the rainfall response. These are related to the way in which the704

models reproduce the more characteristic features of the IPO pattern, particularly705

the intensity of the tropical Pacific SSTA. However, in contrast to the AMV, there706

are not remarkable differences between the historical and piControl experiments707

related to the precipitation response to the IPO in the Amazonia and Northeast708

regions.709

The analysis of the RCP8.5 experiment suggests that both the AMV and IPO710

patterns of SSTA reproduced by the models present the same characteristic fea-711

tures as in other experiments and in observations. Consistently, the RCP8.5 future712

projection broadly reproduces a rainfall response and an atmospheric mechanism713

similar to the one obtained in the other experiments for both SST modes. Such714

a result suggests that the AMV and IPO modes of SST variability and their im-715

pacts are not expected to change in the future, regardless of the concentration of716

greenhouse gases emitted. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that the717

low frequency variability of AMV and IPO may generate a weak signal in the 95718

year period of the RCP8.5 projections. Thus their effect are less robustly captured719

across the models than in the other experiments (Villamayor and Mohino 2015).720
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Further long period numerical experiments are still necessary to better understand721

such variability in the future.722

The results show that the CMIP5 models on average can reproduce the main723

observed features, except for the strength, of the AMV and IPO patterns of SST724

and, consequently, their influence on precipitation in the Amazon and Northeast725

regions. It can thereby be suggested that an improvement of the ability of the726

global coupled models to reproduce the SST spatial pattern, the time evolution of727

the AMV and the IPO and their teleconnection with the atmosphere, will directly728

convert into a better simulation of the low-frequency variability of rainfall and an729

improved skill of the long-term forecasting in both the Amazonia and Northeast730

regions during the rainy season.731
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Table 1 List of CMIP5 models used, number of years (#years) or period analyzed and number
of realizations (#rea) of each simulation. *More details about modeling groups in supplemen-
tary Table S1. All data available at http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov.

piControl historical RCP8.5

Model Name* #years period #rea period #rea

1. bcc-csm1-1 500 1850-2012 3 2006-2100 1
2. CanESM2 996 1850-2005 5 2006-2100 5
3. CCSM4 501 1850-2005 6 2006-2100 6
4. CNRM-CM5 850 1850-2005 10 2006-2100 5
5. CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 500 1850-2005 10 2006-2100 10
6. FGOALS-g2 700 1850-2005 4 2006-2100 1
7. GISS-E2-H 540 1850-2005 5 2006-2100 5
8. GISS-E2-R 550 1850-2005 6 2006-2100 5
9. HadGEM2-CC 240 1860-2004 1 2006-2099 3
10. HadGEM2-ES 575 1860-2004 5 2006-2100 4
11. inmcm4 500 1850-2005 1 2006-2100 1
12. IPSL-CM5A-LR 1000 1850-2005 6 2006-2100 4
13. MIROC5 670 1850-2012 5 2006-2100 3
14. MIROC-ESM-CHEM 255 1850-2005 1 2006-2100 1
15. MPI-ESM-LR 1000 1850-2005 3 2006-2100 3
16. MRI-CGCM3 500 1850-2005 5 2006-2100 1
17. NorESM1-M 501 1850-2005 3 2006-2100 1

Fig. 1 (a) Regression pattern of the unfiltered SSTA from HadISST1 onto the standard-
ized AMV index (units are K per standard deviation). (b) Regression map of the unfiltered
DJFMAM precipitation anomaly from GPCC v7 onto the standardized AMV index (units
are mm/day per standard deviation). Contours indicate the regions where the regression is
significant at the 10% level.
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Fig. 2 Regression onto the AMV index of the unfiltered (a) SSTA (K per std. dev.) and (b)
DJFMAM precipitation anomalies (mm/day per std. dev.) averaged among the 17 CMIP5
models in the historical run, typically from 1850-2005 (details in Table 1). (c) and (d) same as
(a) and (b), respectively, but in the piControl run. Black and grey marks indicate points where
the regression coefficient sign coincides in at least 15 and 13 out of the 17 models analyzed,
respectively. Contours indicate the regions where the averaged regression is significant at the
5% level.
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Fig. 3 (a) Scatterplot of the regression coefficient of precipitation anomaly over the Amazonia
(between 10◦S - 5◦N and 76◦- 55◦W) and the SSTA tropical Atlantic gradient (5◦- 20◦N and
60◦- 15◦W minus 20◦- 5◦S and 40◦W - 10◦E) relative to the AMV of each model in the
historical (green) and the piControl (orange) simulations (supplementary Figures S2, S3, S4
and S5). The lines indicate the linear regression fitting of the corresponding coloured points
(R is the correlation coefficient). The numbers from 1 to 17 identify each model individually
with the given number in Table 1. (b) Same as (a) but using the Northeast region (between
46◦- 35◦W and 9◦- 2◦S) instead of the Amazonia. Numbers 18, 19 and 20 correspond to CRU
TS3.24.01, GPCC v7 and UDEL v4.01 observed data, respectively. Units for the horizontal and
vertical axes are mm/day per standard deviation and ◦C per standard deviation), respectively.
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Fig. 4 Regression onto the observed AMV index of the unfiltered DJFMAM anomaly of the
surface pressure (shaded) (hPa per std. dev.) and the wind direction at 850 hPa (vectors) in
(a); and the magnitude (shaded) and direction (vectors) of the moisture flux integrated from
surface to 200 hPa (kg/m/day per std. dev.) in (b) from the ERA-20C reanalysis. (c) and (d)
same as (a) and (b), respectively, but using the historical simulations and averaged among the
17 CMIP5 models. (e) and (f) same as (c) and (d) but for piControl simulations. The color
scale changes from observations (a-b) to simulations (c-f). Contours indicate the regions where
the regression is significant at the 10% (a-b) and 5% (c-f) level.
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Fig. 5 (a) Regression pattern of the unfiltered SSTA from HadISST1 onto the standardized
IPO index (units are K per standard deviation). (b) Regression map of the unfiltered DJFMAM
precipitation anomaly from GPCC v7 onto the standardized IPO index (units are mm/day
per standard deviation). Contours indicate the regions where the regression is significant at
the 10% level.

Fig. 6 Regression onto the IPO index of the unfiltered (a) SSTA (K per std. dev.) and (b)
DJFMAM precipitation anomalies (mm/day per std. dev.) averaged among the 17 CMIP5
models in the historical run. (c) and (d) same as (a) and (b), respectively, but in the piControl
run. Black and grey marks indicate points where the regression coefficient sign coincides in
at least 15 and 13 out of the 17 models analyzed, respectively. Contours indicate the regions
where the averaged regression is significant at the 5% level.
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Fig. 7 Same as Figure 3 but plotting the regression coefficient from the individual-model
IPO patterns of the precipitation anomaly in the Amazonia and Northeast (supplementary
Figures S6 and S7) against the SSTA of the tropical Pacific (between 15◦S - 15◦N and 180◦-
95◦W), instead of the tropical Atlantic gradient.
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Fig. 8 Regression onto the observed IPO index of the unfiltered DJFMAM anomaly of the
surface pressure (shaded)(hPa per std. dev.) and the wind direction at 850 hPa (vectors) in
(a); and the magnitude (shaded) and direction (vectors) of the moisture flux integrated from
surface to 200 hPa (kg/m/day per std. dev.) in (b) from the ERA-20C reanalysis. (c) and (d)
same as (a) and (b), respectively, but using the historical simulations and averaged among the
17 CMIP5 models. (e) and (f) same as (c) and (d) but for piControl simulations. The color
scale changes from observations (a-b) to simulations (c-f). Contours indicate the regions where
the regression is significant at the 10% (a-b) and 5% (c-f) level.
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Fig. 9 Regression of the unfiltered (a) SSTA (K per std. dev.) and (b) DJFMAM precipitation
anomalies (mm/day per std. dev.) averaged among the 17 CMIP5 models in the RCP8.5 future
projection onto the AMV index. (c) and (d) same as (a) and (b), respectively, but regressing
onto the IPO index. Black and grey marks indicate points where the regression coefficient sign
coincides in at least 15 and 13 out of the 17 models analyzed, respectively. Contours indicate
the regions where the regression is significant at the 5% level.


